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Abstract 
In the course of network supported collaborative design, the data processing plays a very vital role. The 

XML-based technology provided the enormous convenience for data description, data exchange and transmission 
using the network. Unified the related research results, this paper presents XML-based strategy for several important 
problems of data processing in network supported collaborative design, such as the representation of STEP with XML 
in the product information expression and the management of XML documents using relational database. In above 
research foundation, the structure of data processing system based on XML is presented. Many key technologies, just 
like how to clarify the mapping between XML structure and the relationship database structure and how the XML 
query language can be translated into SQL, have the detailed exposition during the analysis and introduction of the 
function and the work flow of each system constitution module. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of internet technology and manufacturing, the product design evolutes from the traditional 
serial process to the collaborative manner. The network supported collaborative design is for the purpose of 
establishing sharing, integrated, the cooperative product development pattern, further reducing the product 
development cycle, improving the product quality and win in the intense market competition[1]. Under the existing 
network environment, the data fast efficient processing is effective guarantee for smoothly realizing the collaborative 
design.

XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is group of standards which W3C founded in the late-1990s. XML may 
enable the interactive cooperation which carries on through the network to have the good reliability and the 
interoperability. In recent years, due to its connatural advantages, such as the good data storage form, the extendibility, 
advantageous transmission on network, supported by the Web browser and the database, XML has been used more 
and more widely for data representation and exchange [2].These advantages are also precisely needed by carrying on 
the data processing in the network supported collaborative design.   

Product data sharing, data storage and data query are very essential questions in the data processing of 
collaborative design. We solved the question of product data sharing and integration by using XML language to 
realize the STEP form product data on-line recognition. This method not only retains the advantages of STEP file in 
product information description but also displays the superiority of XML in the data transmission. The newest 
research results about XML data process based on relational database are used to solve the question of product data 
storage and query. Finally, the XML-based data processing system adapt to the network supported collaborative 
design is proposed. 

2. XML-based data processing system 

Looked from the angle of synthesis and system, the XML-based data processing system needs to complete the 
following several aspects of the work: XML-based description and recognition of STEP product data on network, 
parse the XML document, the XML data storage, the XML data query and query results output. Correspondingly, 
STEP/XML data converter, XML parser, storage processor and query processor should be involved in this system. 
The structure of the system is shown in Fig.1. We will introduce the function and the workflow of the modules in 
details as followed. 
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Fig.1. The XML-based data processing system to the network supported collaborative design 

2.1 STEP/XML data converter 

EXPRESS is information modeling language and the core of the STEP standard [3]. EXPRESS defines the data 
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model or schema through defining the entity type and the relations of entities. To realize the representation of STEP 
with XML, the core mission is mapping EXPRESS expression to XML schema structure and establishing the XML 
schema library. When all entity in EXPRESS model has corresponding XML schema, the conversion between the 

STEP file and the XML document has completed. The process of STEP file conversion is shown in Fig. 2. 

XML Document 

Fig.2 STEP file conversion 

STEP data analysis plays a very important role in this process. STEP data analysis is to go through three steps: 
lexical analysis, syntax analysis and semantic processing. Lexical analyzer is supposed to read the characters from the 
STEP file and to complete word recognition according to STEP Part21 syntax. Syntax analyzer is used to get a 
hierarchical structure of the STEP physical file and call the corresponding function to analyze the syntax for each 
STEP syntax unit. The function of semantic processor contains a syntax-directed translation and structural 
transformation processing. The content of syntax-directed translation includes three parts as follows: first, searching 
the STEP keywords (obtained from the lexical analyzer) in STEP Application Protocol library and getting the 
corresponding semantic information; second, matching the semantic information to the hierarchical structure 
information (obtained from the syntax analyzer) and inserting the information into the corresponding location of the 
parsing program and to form the grammar translation; last, realizing the structure transform according to the 
documents logical organization ruled by XML Schema, thus the translation grammar will be transferred to the 
corresponding XML documents. 

According to the translation principle and the process of system conversion, as well as the mapping model 
between STEP file and XML document, we may also obviously realize transformation of the XML document to the 
STEP file.   

2.2 XML parser 

The XML parser is the basis part of the XML-based data processing system. Extracting the data and structural 
information from the XML documents in text form, the XML parser can generate the tree structure of the XML 
document. It provides an interface for the XML application to realize the information processing by operating data 
objects (rather than a text file). Apache Xerces parser is the widely used XML parser in now.  

Among the XML analysis methods, DOM(Document Object Model) and SAX(Simple API for XML) analysis are 
commonly used[4]. DOM is a object interface which has nothing to do with the language, the application procedure 
may visit the XML internal data through this interface. The DOM model may realize the comprehensive and dynamic 
access to the entire XML documents, but the increasing of the XML documents size will cause the memory 
consumption and the extension of the process time. SAX is an event driven standard interface of XML analysis. The 
user provides the processor conforms to the interface definition. SAX will create the related event when the special 
mark is discovered in XML analysis and call the corresponding processing function from the processor. But, the SAX 
cannot access XML documents directly and do not support revising XML in-situ. We have possible to make the 
confirmation to the XML document by the XML parser. We may guarantee the uniformity of data type in sender and 
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recipients through the confirmation.   

2.3 Storage processor 

There are two main ways to save the XML data using the relations database: the row way and the table structure 
way [5]. The table structure way is more widely used in now. The table structure way produces a series of tables 
according to the mapping relations in the relations database management system, then store the XML data into 
corresponding tables. The basic function of the storage processor is to store the XML document tree into the 
two-dimensional tables according to the correct mapping rule. The key part is to establish the correct mapping rule 
between the XML structure and the relational database structure firstly. We will introduce the representative related 
work as followed.   

Florescu and Kossmann[6] presented four kinds of alternative mapping schemes to store XML data in a relational 
database: Edge approach, Attribute approach, Universal table and normalized universal(UnivNorm) approach. Also, 
they present the results of comprehensive performance experiments that analyze the tradeoffs of the alternative 
mapping schemes in terms of database size, query performance and update performance. 

A new kind of path-based relational storage approach for XML document is put forward in [7]. It can completely 
record the information of each node, side, and value in a XML document. The information about name, id(identity), 
parent id, layer number of each element, and the path information of all the attributes and elements that have text 
values are stored in relation tables, which accelerate the query and process.  

As an example of path-based relational storage approach for XML document, we will introduce the workflow of 
storage processor in detail. First of all, we establish a database for user in SQL Server. The database has two tables, 
named Value_Table and No_Value_Table. Each column of the tables has an attribute. Performing PreOrder Traverse 
to the XML document tree, we can obtain the PreOrder number, name, father-node id and the layer number of each 
element/attribute. All of this information and the path of elements/attributes which have value will be stored in 
corresponding tables. The store conversion process comes to the end when the action of PreOrder Traverse to the 
XML document tree is over. 

2.4 Query processor 

The purpose of the analysis and storage of XML documents is to achieve the 
function of XML query. The query and the extraction of the XML data must be 
realized through the XML query language, but the data query in relational 
database is realized with SQL. To realize the XML data query based on the 
relational database, equal transformation of the query function between the XML 
query language and the SQL language is the key question.   

Summarily, many kinds of methods of transforming the XML query to the 
SQL language mostly include the following four steps:  

(1) Receives the XML query sentence, takes the word sequence obtained from 
the data analysis as the output of lexical analysis, decomposes each syntactic 
component and establishes the grammar relation between them defered to the 
grammar definition, just like the syntax analysis in the SQL query, generates the 
grammar parsing tree at last.   

(2) Produces the internal algebra expression form according to the grammar 
parsing tree obtained from the first step. The input is the grammar parsing tree of 
surface layer. The output is the internal algebra expression form conforming to the 
corresponding transformation method, generally in the tree form, similar to the 
logical expression in SQL query. 

(3) Further produces the SQL sentence transformation processing. Each 
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Fig.3. XML data query process
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transformation method possibly has the different treating processes in this step, but for realizing a completer 
transformation to SQL, we must make the transformation of the internal algebra expression form. The transformation 
will as far as possible extract all internal algebra operation replaced by the relational operation and transform them to 
the SQL sentence. 

(4) Output the query results in XML form. 
The specific process of XML data query is shown in Fig. 3. 
The main function of the query processor is: making the prompt response when the user raises a query using the 

XML query language, carrying out the transformation of the XML query language to the SQL language, submitting 
SQL to complete the query in RDBMS and obtaining the correct result data, finally, returning the query results in 
XML form which assigned by the user.   

We can design a query interface for the data processing system, where user enters a XML query sentence in the 
input area, and the system will display the query results in the output area. 

3 Conclusions 

Data processing is especially important in network supported collaborative design, and is the key to realize data 
integration, data sharing, data real time exchange, and data coherence. In view of many strong points of XML on data 
description and transfer, This paper gives the XML-based solution for the key questions involves to data processing 
in network supported collaborative design, such as the product data sharing, data storage and data query. Then the 
XML-based data processing system adapt to the network supported collaborative design is proposed. This paper 
introduced the basic structure of XML-based data processing system and expounded the function and work flow of 
each composition module in detail. The research content of this paper has some referential significance in network 
supported collaborative design area. 
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